
faith and doubt: a love story



I speak to you from this place on 
Turtle Island …



I honor the original peoples of this land, and the lives 
they lived here for thousands of years:



the paleo-Indians, the Muspa, the Calusa, the Tequesta, the 
the Ais, along with the Miccosukee and Seminole, and their 
subtribes, alliances, and relatives.



I lament the injustice done to the original inhabitants by 
Spanish and American colonizers, and I lament all injustice 
that humans have done on this land in the centuries since, to 
this very day.



I seek to learn, lament, and cherish the unique 
story of this place where I live - in war and 
peace, in disaster and resilience, in struggle 
and celebration, in sorrow and joy.

I honor the struggle of all people seeking justice 
and peace, and I seek the courage and wisdom 
to heal the wounds of the past and build a 
better future story with all my neighbors and 
fellow creatures, together.



I am grateful for the beauty of this land … 
for the streams, rivers, estuaries, mangrove forests, and 
shorelines that connect one region to another, for all the 
beautiful creatures that surround me.



Oh Creator, I lament how many 
species in my region have 
been pushed toward extinction 
- and I desire to protect all of 
your precious creatures, each 
known and loved by you … 
from the manatee to the snake 

tail dragonfly, 
from scrub jay to the indigo 

snake, 
from the gopher tortoise to the 

Florida panther. 



I thank you, Creator 
Spirit, for all the plants 
and animals with whom 
I share this land as 
neighbors. I accept my 
responsibility to know 
and care for my fellow 
creatures and the 
habitats we share, and 
to protect them from the 
harm that humans are 
causing.



And so we all, from our different 
ancestral lands and watersheds, yearn, 
as Jesus taught us … 
May God’s harmony way, God’s 
ecosystem, God’s beloved community 
and web of life, come here and now in 
this land we share, 
And may God’s dreams come true here 
and now on earth, as in heaven. 
Amen.





faith and doubt: a love story



we live, not just in an epoch of change 
but in a change of epochs. - Pope Francis

axial - second axial

modern/postmodern
colonial/postcolonial
industrial/ecological

enlightenment/post-enlightenment



we live, not just in an epoch of change 
but in a change of epochs.

“reasonable men will agree”

what about women?
what about non-Europeans?

who said men were so reasonable?



enlightenment

post-enlightenment

post-truth                                                       



post-truth is pre-fascism
unvirtual reality
crime syndicates masquerading as 
governments
conspiracy rabbit holes
religion as authoritarian aggregators



enlightenment

post-enlightenment

post-truth                                                         post-hubris
(epistemological humility & hunger)

virtue epistemology
epistemology of love



redefining faith …
a carelessness about truth?

a system of beliefs?

or a way of life …
that pursues truth and love through 

humility and hope.



how do we learn this faith?
a four-stage process of

pursuing truth and love through 
humility and hope



William Blake - innocence, experience, higher experience
Soren Kierkegaard - aesthetic, ethical, religious
William Perry -  dualism (a,b), multiplicity (a,b), relativism (a,b), commitment 
(a,b,c)
Mary Belenky, Blythe Clinchy, Nancy Goldberger, Jill Tarule -  silence/received 
knowledge, subjective knowledge, procedural knowledge, constructed 
knowledge
James Fowler - primal,  mythical-literal, synthetic-conventional, individual-
reflective, conjunctive, universalizing
Nicola Slee -  paralysis, awakenings, relationality/ Apophatic faithing
James Kohlberg - blind egoism, instrumental egoism, social relations, social 
systems, contractual, mutual respect  
Ken Blanchard - enthusiastic beginner,  disillusioned learner, capable but 
cautious performer, self-reliant achiever
William Cross (also Kevin Nadal, Kerry Ann Rocquemore, Maria Root) - pre-
encounter, encounter, immersion/emersion, internalization, commitment
Paul Ricouer - precritical/first naivete, critical, postcritical/second naivete
Graves/Beck/Wilber - archaic-instinctive, animist/tribal, ego-centric-exploitive, 
absolutist -obedience authoritarian, scientific strategic,   relativistic-personalistic 
- communitarian; systemic-integral, holistic,
Richard Rohr - first half of life, second half of life/ order, disorder, reorder



1. simplicity:
dualistic
dependent
authority-focused
easy answers
all is known or knowable
life is a war



2. complexity:
pragmatic
increasingly independent
coach-focused
steps & techniques
all is done or doable
life is a set of games



3. perplexity:
relativistic, skeptical
counter-dependent
rebel/iconoclast-focused
questions, suspicion
all is subjective & deconstructible
life is a protest & quest

note: solitude, contemplation, spiritual 
direction



4. harmony/solidarity:
integral, non-dual
interdependent
sage/prophet/mystic focused
contemplative engagement
all is one & connected, 
knowable and unknowable
life is a gift & love is the point



stage 1: simplicity
stage 2: complexity

stage 3: perplexity
stage 4: harmony/solidarity



stage 1: simplicity
stage 2: complexity

stage 3: perplexity
stage 4: harmony/solidarity
stage 1: simplicity
stage 2: complexity

stage 3: perplexity
stage 4: harmony/solidarity



hildegaard von bingen’s (1098-1179) 
“tent of wisdom”



how do we nurture a stage four faith?















acknowledge from the start that …



Hebrew good (dynamic/fertile)

is better than

Greek perfect (static/sterile)
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Change is fundamental to the universe. God is 
the dance of growth and change.

vs

Stasis is fundamental. God is the unchanging absolute 
who judges change as rebellion.
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we are all related …
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we are all related … part of one tree, one story, 
one unfolding process



If more and more of us can enter, embrace, and 
embody this new framework that I call Harmony and 
that Sr. Ilia Delio, Ewert Cousins, and others have 
called a second axial age, if more and more of us 
can see this “emerging wholeness” in which the 
sacred feminine arises, and learn to trust the 
transformative power of love, then we can indeed 
“make religion the most exciting energy of the 21st 
century.” We can phase out dirty fossil fuels — both 
physical and spiritual — and embrace the most 
powerful, clean, and transformative power of all, the 
creative power of love. To reach that deeper, wider, 
more transformative faith, we will have to doubt 
some of our cherished certainties. What we lose will 
be nothing compared to what we gain. 



the rise of the sacred feminine … 



religion?





The earth beneath my feet is the great womb out of 
which the life upon which my body depends comes 
in utter abundance. There is at work in the soil a 
mystery by which the death of one seed is reborn a 
thousandfold in newness of life ... it is order, and 
more than order—there is a brooding tenderness out 
of which it all comes. In the contemplation of the 
earth, I know that I am surrounded by the love of 
God. - Howard Thurman



what struck you or intrigued you or resonated with 
you or made you curious? 

what question do you have?
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1. Survival of the Best Adapted 
2. Survival of the Most Adaptable 
3. Survival of the Most Attractive 
4. Survival of the Most Diverse 
5. Survival of the Best Organized 
6. Survival of the Most Cooperative (friendliest)
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Survival is optional.



Evolutionary theory now has a bridge to ecological theory, and ecological 
theory brings us full circle to realize (finally) that human economies are activities 
that take place in an environment. Any organism that does not fit harmoniously in 
its environment will end up as a fossil, as dust blowing across a desert—
including the people who submit their brains and chain their lives to inflexible 
ideologies like contemporary Marxism and capitalism. 

Both systems, after all, arose in the industrial era, an era that produced short-
term wealth measured only in money, first by plundering the long-term and 
multifaceted wealth of the earth, and second by exploiting the labor of vulnerable 
people. Even though the two systems differed in their plans for distributing that 
wealth, they shared more assumptions than they realized, assumptions that may 
not be adaptable to the postindustrial, ecological civilization that we humans 
must create if we are to survive.  

To fashion that civilization, we must pay increasing attention to long-term 
environmental health measured in well-being, not just short-term wealth 
measured in money, and we must learn to cooperate with our fellow humans, our 
fellow species, and the physical systems of the earth itself for the common good. 
We can call this new cooperative economy anything we want to: ecological 
capitalism, reformed capitalism, organic capitalism, organic Marxism. Whatever 
we call it, if we don’t develop an economy and a civilization that fit our 
environment, we simply won’t survive. 



William R. Catton, Jr. 
1926 - 2015 


